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INTRODUCTION 
 

FLX Drive – A Digital PWM Servo-Amplifier 
 
MTS automation introduces a fully digital, PWM servo amplifier for use in high performance 
motion control applications. The FLX Drive can operate a broad range of motors including brush 
and brushless permanent magnet, linear, printed disc, and AC induction.  Through the use of DSP’s 
(Digital Signal Processor) and FPGA’s (Field Programmable Gate Array), the FLX Drive is 
extremely flexible, virtually eliminating changes in hardware for various amplifier configurations.  
The motor type, pole count, feedback type, and motor phasing are automatically configured by 
activating the “Auto-Config” feature.  Advanced features such as loop type, loop compensation, 
programmable current limit, phase advance, and communication mode are user configurable via the 
RS232 (RS485 optional) serial port. 
 
The flexibility of the FLX Drive reduces stocking requirements and product variations since the 
same hardware with only different software parameter configurations can operate many different 
motor systems.  In addition, the user will realize the unparalleled system performance due to the 
extensive tuning capability and advanced communication methods of the amplifier. 
 
The product line includes two basic mechanical configurations consisting of the single board FLX 
Drive (1000 watts) and the 2-board FLX Drive (1500 to 4500 watts).  The units are packaged in a 
DIN standard Eurocard, 6U height package.  The standard configuration includes a chassis with 
integral power supply for single axis applications. Multi-axis applications are ideal with the 
Eurocard packaging.  A stand- alone cold plate mounted version is available.  The table below shows 
the standard voltage/current rating matrix.   
Other ratings are available for custom applications. 
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Table 1:  Standard FLX Drive Power Matrix 
 Normal Bus Voltage Continuous Current Peak Current 

FD-Single Card 60 6 12 
Low Power 100 5 10 

 170 3 5 
FD-Two Card 170 8 25 

Medium Power 300 7 15 
FD-Two Card 170 25 50 
High Power 300 15 30 

 
General Product Description 

 
The FLX amplifier product line standard configuration is that of self-contained single axis system.  
The amplifier, power supply, chassis, and backplane are integrated and “ready to go”.  The rack style 
chassis is well suited for multi-axis applications as well. 
 
The user must make the necessary connections to the power source, the motor, feedback, and control 
I/O signals.  By using the “auto configure” mode, little or no set up effort is required of the user for 
hall sensor or encoder based systems.  All control loops are tuned by software commands sent through 
the serial port. 
 
The FLX Drive motor controller can operate many types of motors in torque, velocity, or position loop 
mode.  Motor commutation can be either six-step, or sinusoidal when encoder or resolver feedback is 
provided.  The FLX Drive provides fully regenerative four-quadrant  bi-currents, low audible noise, 
and high motor efficiency. 
 
The FLX Drive is a fully digital motor drive system.  There are no component values to alter or 
potentiometers to adjust.  The drive architecture can be set in software, the control loops tuned via the 
serial port, and the drive can be operated from the serial port alone.  Rear panel connectors provide all 
the necessary signals to operate the drive through hardwire connections as well.  Analog command and 
feedback signals can also be accepted directly from the user’s control system, so the amplifier can be 
operated just like an analog amplifier without using the serial port. 
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Version Described in This Manual 
 
The version of the FLX Drive covered in this manual has a custom package and specialized firmware.  
The model number is FD170/8R2-004(MTS # 01F0412).  This amplifier is mounted on a baseplate 
and enclosed by an aluminum cover.  Unlike the standard version, which is cooled by airflow through 
the amplifier package, the baseplate mounted package conducts excess heat out through the baseplate.  
The cover is ventilated and provides some added environmental protection for the internal circuitry.  
The baseplate is very rigid and enhances the mechanical stability of the package.  Because cooling is 
provided through the baseplate, this version is intended for mounting on a surface capable of removing 
heat from the baseplate.  The amplifier will automatically shut down if the amplifier baseplate 
temperature exceeds 70°C (80°C on models shipped after August 2002).   
The outline drawing of this amplifier is shown in figure 1-1. 
 

 
 
 

FIGURE 1-1:  AMPLIFIER OUTLINE DRAWING 
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The amplifier is not provided with a separate power supply module, and runs directly from a 
nominal 120V dc bus rather than standard 115V ac input.  All logic circuitry is galvanically 
isolated from the dc bus.  An internal power supply provides all necessary logic level voltages.  
No externally provided logic supply voltages are required. 
 
The low profile of the amplifier requires a custom designed backplane. This backplane provides 
for power and signal level connections to the amplifier.  The number of signal inputs and outputs 
is reduced from the standard FLX Drive versions in order to conserve space. The serial port 
connector is located at the “front” side of the amplifier opposite the backplane. 
 
The serial port communication is also customized for the special version of the amplifier 
described here.  The baud rate is increased from 9600 to 19.2k.  In addition a “real time” mode of 
operation is implemented.  In this mode a packet of four coded bytes is sent to the amplifier and 
the amplifier returns ten coded bytes.  All of the information necessary to operate the drive in 
position control mode is contained in these command and feedback packets.  The total cycle time 
from when the user’s controller starts a command packet to when the amplifier completes a 
feedback packet is approximately eight milliseconds.  In addition, some customized commands 
have been added to the amplifier command set as described in this manual.
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SPECIFICATIONS 
 

Rating Information 
 
 Controller variable:…………………. torque (current), velocity, or position 
 Efficiency:……………………………>90% at full load 
 Power stage Isolation:………………..Galvanic 
 Continuous Output Current…………..8 amperes, rms 
 Peak Output Current………………….20 amperes, peak 
 Nominal Bus Volts:…………………..120V dc 
 Maximum Bus Volts………………… 190V dc 
 Bus Overvolts Limit:………………… 240V dc 

Bus Undervolts Limit:…………………85V dc (approximate) 
 
Interface Signals 
 
 Serial Port:…………………………RS485, 19.2kbaud, 8 data, 1 stop, even parity 
 Feedback Accepted:……………………resolver, limit switches, motor thermostat 
 Analog Input:…………………………..command +/-10V 
` Analog Outputs:………………………..programmable mon., phase A mon. 
 Digital Inputs:…………………………..enable, isolated contact input 
 Digital Outputs:………………………...digital outputs 1-7 
 

SIGNAL ALLOWABLE VOLTS IMPEDANCE 
analog inputs +/- 12V max 20kΩ 

analog outputs +/- 10V 100Ω 
digital inputs 0-5V 1.5k pull-up to +5V 

digital outputs 0-5V 5 mA max 
 

. 
CONNECTIONS REF. CONNECTOR TYPE 

dc power in & motor 
power out 

J1 screw term. strip 

control signal input/output J4 phoenix style two-part 
serial port J2 DB9 style male 
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Mechanical and Environmental 
 
 Weight…………………………………7.9 lb 
 Dimensions:……………………………10.62in x 9.50in x 2.93in 
 Operating Temp Range:………………..0 - 50°C normal operating range 
           70°C max extended operating range 
 Humidity:……………………………….10% to 90% non-condensing
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CONNECTIONS AND INTERFACE 
 

The control signal connector and power terminal strip are located on the backplane.  The serial port connector is 
located on the amplifier front panel.  The tables below list the individual pin connections for each connector or 
terminal on the amplifier.  Descriptions of the signals and connections follow the tables of pinout listings. 
 
   

Pin# Signal Name Signal Destination 
1 n.c.  
2 n.c.  
3 n.c.  
4 TD+ RS485 transmit data + 
5 ground signal ground 
6 TD- RS485 transmit data - 
7 n.c.  
8 RD+ RS485 receive data + 
9 RD- RS485 receive data - 

 
NOTE: See additional information below on serial port connection. 
 
     
     

Pin # Signal Name Signal Destination   
1 Motor Phase A Motor   
2 Motor Phase B Motor   
3 Motor Phase C Motor   
4 +VBUS DC power source   
5 VBUS Return DC power source   
6 Chassis Earth Ground   
7 n.c.    
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FLX COLD PLATE DESIGN J4 CONNECTIONS 

Note:  All connections must be rated for 200mA and 120V isolation 
Pin# Signal Name Description  
1 Command+ analog command volts input  
2 Command- analog command volts input  
3 Enable hardware enable, low active  
4 Programmable Mon. analog monitor  
5 Phase A Monitor phase A motor current montor  
6 Signal Ground   
7 Contact Power 24V dc (isolated)  
8 Contact Input enable input (isolated)  
9 Digital Output 1 critical fault  
10 Digital Output 2 control volts or processor fault  
11 Digital Output 3 over current fault  
12 Digital Output 4 not used  
13 Digital Output 5 bus under voltage  
14 Digital Output 6 resolver fault  
15 Digital Output 7 position control fault  
16 Shield #1   
17 Ref+ resolver  
18 Ref- resolver  
19 Sin+ resolver  
20 Sin- resolver  
21 Cos+ resolver  
22 Cos- resolver  
23 Motor O.T. return motor thermostat connection  
24 Limit Switch+ limit switch connection  
25 Limit Switch- limit switch connection  
26 Limit Switch return ground for limit switch inputs  
27 Motor Over Temp motor thermostat connection  
28 Shield #2   
29 Signal Ground   
30 Signal Ground   
31 Fault Relay + relay contact  
32 Fault relay - relay contact  
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Figure 3-1: VIEW OF BACKPLANE CONNECTIONS 
 
 
Serial Port Connections 
 
RS485 Serial Port Wiring:  The default configuration for the serial port is 19.2kbaud, 8 bit, Even Parity, One 
stop bit, and Software Handshaking mode is in effect.  Refer also to “COM” in the amplifier command set. 
 
DC Power Source Connections 
 
 WARNING:  Once the unit is connected to dc bus power, an electrical shock hazard is always present.  Potentially 

lethal voltages are present throughout the amplifier circuitry, at the backplane connections, and at the motor or motor 
cabling.  Never attempt to make changes to connections when power is applied.  Only qualified personnel should 
attempt to connect or service the unit.  Do not apply any source of power over the unit until after reading and 
understanding the user’s manual. 

 
Chassis ground:  The amplifier chassis must be securely connected to a low impedance earth ground.  This is 
necessary for safety with any piece of electrical equipment.  Use the earth ground connection provided on the 
backplane terminal strip. 
 
 WARNING:  As standard safety practice the amplifier chassis must be connected to a low impedance earth 

ground.  Failure to do so could result in a condition hazardous to personnel. 
 
The models described in this manual are provided with galvanic isolation between the power stage and logic 
circuitry.  Therefore no isolation transformer is necessary.  The user’s control system ground may be connected 
directly to the amplifier signal ground. 
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Motor Connections 
 
Cursory observation reveals that this is very simple.  Connect motor phases A, B, and C to the amplifier terminals 
labeled J1-1, J1-2, and J1-3, respectively.  Further consideration of the motor cabling is necessary, however, for 
proper operation of your system.  The outputs of any Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) amplifier are a potential 
source for significant electromagnetic interference (EMI).  Careful attention to the motor cabling can keep this 
EMI to an acceptable level.  See also MTS Automation document M96100, “EMC Installation Guidelines for MTS 
Automation Goldline Series. 
 
Wire Gauge:  The table below shows recommended wire sizes for the various current ratings.  These are given as 
guidelines only and assume a wire bundle of five conductors or less and that a 50°C temperature rise is acceptable 
on the conductors.  For long cable runs (>20 feet) or to reduce the wire temperature rise to 30°C above ambient, 
add at least 2 to the wire gauge or increase the wire diameter by at least 25%.  For extremely long cable runs (>100 
feet) the impedance of the cabling should not exceed 10% of the motor impedance.  Local electrical codes for 
wiring should take precedence over these guidelines. 
 

   
3 #22AWG 0.7mm dia. 
5 22 0.7 
8 20 0.9 

10 18 1.0 
15 14 1.8 
17 14 1.8 
25 10 2.5 

 
 

Cable Configuration and Shielding:  The importance of properly designing the motor cable cannot be over stressed.  
The motor cable should consist of a tightly bundled or twisted set of wires.  The cable should be completely encased 
by conductive shield.  Normally a braided shield is best.  The motor cable shield normally works best when 
terminated at both ends.  This practice violates the normal rules of thumb for cable shielding, but is based on sound 
theory as well as empirical results.  The high dv/dt switching transients from the output of the amplifier cause small 
currents to flow through the parasitic capacitance present between the motor winding and the motor case.  These 
currents have high frequency components that can create substantial EMI.  These currents will return to the amplifier 
through the motor chassis ground.  If this path is not well defined, you may experience serious EMI problems.  A 
dedicated wire, included in the motor cable bundle that connects the motor chassis to the amplifier chassis will 
provide a well-defined path.  Terminating the motor cable shield at both the amplifier chassis and motor chassis also 
provides a path for these parasitic currents, and will drastically reduce EMI originating from the motor cable.  Of 
course, every installation is unique and your system may work fine with the motor shield terminated at one end only. 
 
Grounding the Motor Chassis:  The motor chassis must always be connected to an established low impedance earth 
ground.  Due to the presence of potentially lethal voltage in the motor windings, motors must always be treated with 
care.  Failure to connect the motor chassis to earth ground creates a potentially dangerous condition. 
 
 WARNING:  The motor case (chassis) must always be connected to a low impedance earth ground.  Failure to do so creates an unsafe 

situation. 
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Control Signal Descriptions 
 
Wire Size:  The Phoenix style connectors on the back plane will work best with wire sizes AWG#18 to AWG#22 
(0.7 to 1.0mm dia.).  If necessary wire size up to aWG#16 (1.37mm dia.)  or wires considerably smaller than 
AWG#22 will work. 
 
Command+, Command-:  This is a differential analog input.  The normal command range is –10V to +10V.  This 
command is summed with the “DGT” digital command value issued via the serial port.  This input can also be 
disabled via the serial port “ANL” command.  This is the command for torque, velocity, or position depending on 
which control mode the amplifier 
is set for.  Scaling is such that an analog command of 10V is equal to a digital command (DGT) of 30408. 
 
Enable (active low):  this is the non-isolated enable input for the amplifier.  See also the Contact Input (isolated 
enable) described below.  The “software” enable is done via PCP byte #1.  Refer to section 5 of this manual for 
explanation of the PCP byte.  The software enable, the isolated enable, and this Enable input must all be activated in 
order to energize the amplifier power outputs.  When the other inputs are in the correct state, this input can be tied to 
signal ground to enable the amplifier.  This input will have no effect if a fault condition is present in the amplifier.  
This input is edge sensitive, i.e. the input must be toggled to re-enable the amplifier after a fault condition is cleared.  
Refer also to RET in the amplifier command set.  The Enable input can be “hardwired” directly to signal ground at 
the J4 connector.  Then only the software enable and the isolated enable are needed to operate the amplifier. 
 
Programmable Monitor:  An analog output signal.  This output is set as proportional to torque, velocity, or position.  
The quantity represented by this output is determined from MON or MOD in the command set. 
 Scaling for torque is +/-10V represents maximum output resulting from a command value of DGT+/-

32767. 
 Scaling for velocity is: +/-10V full scale where full scale is determined by the VSC parameter. 
 Scaling for position is: +/-10V represents +/-32767, the full range of the position variable. 
 
Phase A Current Monitor:  An analog output signal.  This is a real time representation of the actual motor phase 
current.  The scaling is such that 10V represents maximum peak output from the amplifier.  The maximum peak 
output from any phase will be the maximum RMS output multiplied by the square root of two (1.414). 
 
Contact Input, Contact Power:  This is the isolated enable input for the amplifier.  This input can be used to 
enable/disable the amplifier.  When the Contact Power is connected to the Contact Input, the amplifier can be 
enabled. This is typically done via a contact closure.  The contact Power pin is connected to an isolated 24V source 
generated by circuitry on the amplifier.  The Contact Input is connected via a resistor to the anode of an opto-coupler.  
No additional power input is required in order to use this feature.  The software enable, the Enable input, and this 
input must all be activated in order to energize the amplifier power outputs.  The “software” enable is done via PCP 
byte #1.  Refer to section 5 of this manual for explanation of the PCP byte.  When the other inputs are in the correct 
state, this input can be used to enable the amplifier.  This input is edge sensitive, i.e. the input must be toggled to re-
enable the amplifier after a fault condition is cleared.  Refer also to RET in the amplifier command set.  The Contact 
Power and Contact Input can be “hardwired” directly together at the J4 connector.  Then only the software enable and 
the Enable input are needed to operate the amplifier. 
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24V dc isolatedISOLATED ENABLE INPUT:

J4-7 contact pow er

J4-8 contact input

opto coupler

opto coupler threshold =  4mA

220

2.7k .01uF

1N914

 
 
 
Digital Outputs:  These outputs indicate various fault conditions.  The outputs are normally in the logic high state 
(+5V).  When a fault occurs, the associated output will change to the logic low (OV) state.  The Critical Fault output 
is the only one that is latched.  All other fault outputs will return to the logic high state when the fault condition is 
removed and CLF is sent.  To clear the critical fault output, the amplifier must be disabled and the CLF (clear faults) 
command or the PCP byte #1 reset bit sent.  Refer to section 5 of this manual for explanation of the PCP byte.  When 
the fault latch is cleared, the amplifier can be re-enabled. 
 
Resolver Interface:  The reference output (Ref+/1) is sinusoidal voltage of magnitude and frequency as set by the 
RES command.  The Sin+/- and Cos+/- are differential inputs.  The expected magnitude of voltage on these inputs is 
2V rms.  Given a known transformation ratio of the resolver the RES parameter is set for the necessary excitation 
voltage. 
 
Motor O.T. (Over Temperature):  The motor temperature sensor is connected across these inputs.  The sensor can 
be a thermistor or thermostat.  The trip point for the motor temperature sensor is set using the MTF parameter. 
 
Limit Switch Inputs:  Each input if pulled low will disable motor operation in one direction.  This is opposite the 
usual polarity for limit switch inputs, but is convenient if the limit switch inputs are now used, since no connection to 
these inputs is required.  If fail safe limits switch inputs (normally low) are required, this option can be specified. 
 
Fault Relay:  an isolated dry contact output.  The contact rating is 120 VDC @ 0.5 A.  This contact is closed when 
no error conditions are present.  In case of a fault or if power is removed from the amplifier, this contact will open. 
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Front Panel Indicator Light 
 
The front panel indicator light is a light emitting diode (LED).  When power is applied to the amplifier, the LED will 
be red, orange or green, depending on the state of the amplifier.  The LED will only be green if the amplifier is 
enabled and there are no fault conditions present.  Green indicates that the amplifier is enabled or “running” and that 
power is being applied to the motor terminals.  Red indicates that a fault condition is present and that the amplifier is 
disabled.  The fault condition must be removed and the enable input must be toggled in order to re-enable the 
amplifier.  Orange indicates that the amplifier is not enabled and no faults are present.  

 
The indicator will always go red in response to a critical fault and the amplifier will disable. 
The indicator will remain green when the amplifier is enabled and a warning occurs since the amplifier continues 
to apply power to the motor. 
 
If the LED indicator is not lighted, then no power is applied to the amplifier or the amplifier has experienced an 
electrical failure. 
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COMMAND SET 
ANL p1 - Analog input disable 

P1 = 0  Analog input is used as a command and is summed with the digital input (DGT p1) 

P1 = 1 Analog input is disabled, only digital commands accepted. 

ATA p1 - Amplifier Temperature Alarm Level 
P1 = Temperature alarm threshold  = 24828 + [(degrees C - 25) x 83] 

CCP p1 - Current Compensation  
The p1 parameter sets the location of the current loop zero. p1 is calculated as follows.  

P1 = round [-32768 * e(-0.000157079 * f)] 
  

f = Current loop zero frequency (in Hertz)  

CFL p1-3 - Control fault limits 
p1 = control fault error limit  

p2 = control fault integrator 

p3 = positon error ignore level 

If |posiiton_error| > p3 then the following itegration is performed. 

CFL = CFL + position_error x p2 

A non-critical fault is generated if (CFL /65536)> p1.  CFL is reset 0 at power-up and upon a PCP(reset) or CLF.  This routine is 
run every 4.8 ms.  The value of CFL is clamped to 0 whenever the drive is disabled. 

CLF - Clear Faults 
Clears all faults previously received and latched in the status latch or the FCP ID byte.  If a citical fault is received, the amplifier 
will disable and light the red LED located on the front panel of the unit.  To re-enable the amplifier and reset the LED to green, 
one must set the ENA/DIS bit to DISABLE, clear  the fault and then set that ENA/DIS bit back to ENABLE.  The specific fault 
will remain latched until the CLF command is asserted. 
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COM p1,p2 - Communications Mode 
Sets the terminal communications mode.  All communication is at 9600 Baud. 

p1=0 - Host mode with software handshaking 

p1=1 - Host mode with no handshaking 

p1=2 - Terminal mode with software handshaking 

p1=3 - Terminal mode with no handshaking 

p2= The number of lines on the screen. 

In terminal mode, all character are echoed, a prompt is used, message are sent, and the STS command response is in ASCII. 

In host mode, all characters are still echoed.  However, a prompt is not used, message are not sent and the STS response is in 
binary. 

In both mode ACK or NAK is also sent in response to a command.  Also communication is half duplex. 

CPL p1,p2 - Current Loop Pole 
The p1 and p2 parameters determine the location of the current loop poles. We recommend  in high bandwidth applications to set 
the high frequency pole at 10 KHz. The poles are calculated as follows.    

CPL p1 = round [32,767(e(-2πf1 * 0.000025) + e(-2πf2 * 0.000025)-1)] 
 
CPL p2 = round [-32,767(e(-2πf1 * 0.000025)   x e(-2πf2 * 0.000025))] 

 

f1 = Current loop pole #1 frequency (in Hertz) 

 

f2 = Current loop pole #2 frequency (in Hertz)
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CPN p1,p2- Current Loop Proportional Gain (DC Gain) 
The p1 and p2 parameters determine the DC gain of the current loop and are calculated as follows.  P2 should be set to 32,767 if 
P1 is greater than 300.  If the desired value of p1 is less than 300, p2 should be halved and p1 should be doubled.  The overall gain 
number = p1 x p2/65536.  Setting p1 to less than 300 is not permitted 

                                                     -G x (CPLp1 + CPLp2) x 42,991,616 
                CPNp1 x CPNp2 =    ----------------------------------------------- 
                                                                   (32767 + CCPp1) 
 
 

G = Error Amplifier Gain (volts/volts) 

 

 G = 
bus

motor

V
ART ∗∗∗ Φ−Φ10

 

 

L = DC loop gain for brush systems and trapezoidally commutated (6 step) systems (V/V) 

S  = DC loop gain for sinusoidally commutated systems (V/V) 

T = Volts/Amps feedback scaling (V/A) 

Vbus = Power supply bus voltage (Volts) 

Rmotorϕ−ϕ = Phase to phase motor resistance (Ohms) 

Rmotorϕ−η = Phase to neutral motor resistance (Ohms) 

CSL p1 - Checksum limit 
p1 = the number of consecutive checksum errors allowed before a critical fault is issued.  Whenever a bad checksum byte is 
received, bit3 of identification byte sent back to the host will be a one.  If p1 consecutive bad checksums are received, bit1 and 6 of 
the identification byte also be a one and a critical fault will be generated.  When a critical fault is generated, the amplifier will 
fault.  
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DBG - Returns the following parameters in order 

X CURRENT OFFSET 
Y CURRENT OFFSET 
UNDER VOLTAGE 
BUS VOLTAGE RANGE 
OVER TEMPERATURE LIMIT 
CURRENT COMMAND SCALING 
MOTOR TEMPERATURE DATA 
FAULT STATUS WORD 
BUS VOLTAGE 
AMPLIFIER TEMPERATURE 
X CURRENT FEEDBACK 
Y CURRENT FEEDBACK 
COMMAND INPUT 
CURRENT COMMAND 
TORQUE 
VELOCITY 
POSITION 
THETA 
CFL(position integration value) 

  
 Command input  volts = 30408/Command input 
 Motor temperature  volts = 15204/Motor temperature  
 Amplifier temperature  Degrees C = 25 + (Amplifier temperature - 24828)/83 
 Bus Voltage   volts = bus voltage/73  non isolated 
     volts = bus voltage/75  galvanic isolation 

 

DGT p1 - Digital command 
p1 =  Digital command of the present loop.  It sums with the analog command.  

 +/-30408 = maximum 10V analog equivalent 

+/-32767 = maximum total CMD 

For current and position CMD = analog + digital 

DGT p1 also represents the latest command recieved by Real Time Communication. 
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HLP - Display List of Parameters 
Lists the values of all programmed parameters. 

IDI p1 - Real Time ID Input Byte 
This command allows transmission of the 1st byte of a real time command.  This allows for easy debugging by allowing the user to 
enable the amp without sending a real time command. 

ILM p1 - Current Limit 
Limits the absolute value of the current to a percent of peak output current when in velocity or position loop modes.   

 p1 is in percent of peak current. 

LOP p1 - Loop Rate 
Sets the position and velocity loop rate in 100us increments.  The loop rate can not be set lower than 200us. Generally the loop rate 
should be set as slow as possible without adding too much phase shift in the system.   Changing the loop rate also changes the 
velocity scaling factors for VSC and PDP.  If the LOP P1 is doubled the VSC and PDP should be halved. (See VSC and PDP) 

  

LVA p1 - Bus Low Voltage Alarm Level 
P1 = 75 * alarm threshold (V) 

MOD p1 - Loop Mode 
Configures the amplifier for position, velocity, or torque mode.  Also sets MON p1 to the same value.   

MOD 0 - Torque loop mode 

MOD 2 - Position loop mode 

MON p1 - Monitor Select 
 Sets the type of monitor data out on the monitor output.  This command can override the MOD command. 

MON 0 - Torque Monitor 

MON 1 - Velocity Monitor 

MON 2 - Position Monitor 
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MTF p1 - Motor Temperature Fault 
Sets the level and direction of a fault on the motor temperature input.  The motor temperature input is pulled up to 5V with a 1K 
resistor.. The thermal sensor should be connected from this input to GND.  Therefore the input can vary between 0 and 5V.  The 
absolute value of the parameter p1 should vary as follows.  If p1 is negative, an input below the level of p1 causes a fault.  If p1 is 
positive, an input above the level of p1 cause a fault.  To disable the fault input -32767 should entered. 

 P1 = (fault input level) x 30408 / 5 

PCP p1 - Position Loop Compensation  
The p1 parameter sets the location of the position loop zero. p1 is calculated as follows.  

P1 = round [-32768 * e(-0.000628319 x LOPp1 x f)] 
 

f = Position loop zero frequency (in Hertz)  

PDP p1 - Position Loop Damping Gain 
Determines the amount of damping gain.  The velocity feedback signal is scaled dependent on the loop rate LOP p1.   The 
following equation describes the relationship between loop rate and  PDP.  The sign of PDP is always opposite that of PPN. 

 

PHA p1 - Phase Advance 
Sets the amount of phase advance per maximum RPMs.  Maximum RPMs is equal to the maximum RPM as set by the VSC 
command. 

p1 is in  degrees per maximum RPMs 

PHO p1 - Phase Offset 
Adds a fixed offset to the electrical commutation table lookup address as compared to the electrical index.  To reverse the direction 
of rotation of the motor, add or subtract 180 degrees to or from p1.   

p1 is in electrical degrees. 

PIN p1 - Position Integral Gain 
Determines amount of position integral gain.  It is clamped to zero as soon as the current loop command goes into saturation. 

POS p1 - Reset Position Feedback 
P1 = the value to reset the position feedback to.  The position feedback is reset to p1 on power-up, upon sending this command and 
a PCP(home).
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PPL p1,p2 - Position  Loop Pole 
The p1 and p2 parameters determine the location of the Position loop poles.  The poles are calculated as follows.    

PPL p1 = round [32,767(e(-2πf1 * 0.0001 x LOPp1) + e(-2πf2 * 0.0001 x LOPp1)-1)] 
 
PPL p2 = round [-32,767(e(-2πf1 * 0.0001 x LOPp1)   x e(-2πf2 * 0.0001 x LOPp1))] 
 

f1 = Position loop pole #1 frequency (in Hertz) 

f2 = Position loop pole #2 frequency (in Hertz) 

PPN p1 - Position Loop Proportional Gain 
Sets the DC loop gain of the position loop. 

RDP p1 - Read Parameters 
RDP 0 restores the amplifier parameter values to the user set parameter values.  

RDP 1 restores the amplifier parameter values to the factory set parameter values.
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RES p1-p4 - Set resolver parameters 
p1 = excitation amplitude, 8 = 4.2 V RMS, high numbers increase the amplitude, lower numbers decrease the amplitude 

p2 = excitation frequency, the following table shows the frequencies available. 

p1 Frequency KHz 
0.00 1.25 
1.00 2.50 
2.00 5.00 
3.00 10.00 
4.00 1.80 
5.00 3.60 
6.00 7.20 
7.00 14.40 
8.00 3.25 
9.00 6.50 

10.00 13.00 
11.00 16.00 
12.00 16.30 
13.00 33.00 
14.00 66.00 
15.00 133.00 

 

p3 = resolver pole information.  Set the absolute according to the equation below.  The sign of p1 may have to be change to make 
the motor spin. 

P3 = +/- 256 x torque cycles per revolution 

P4 = 1 disables resolver fault, = 0 enables resolver fault  

RET p1 - Set auto retry mode 
 p1 = auto retry time in 40ms increments.  If p1 = 0 then auto retry is disabled.
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RMS p1,p2,p3,p4 - RMS Limiting 
p1 - Upper RMS limit (in percent of peak current) 

p2 - Current Foldback Value (in percent of peak current).  

 If p2 is positive, the amplifier will disable and the LED will become red when the RMS exceeds p1.  The amplifier will be 
ready to re-enable after the RMS has gone below p2. This is a critical fault.  

 If p2 is negative (only use if running in any mode except torque(MOD 0)), the amplifier will clamp the current command to 
p2 until the RMS has gone below p2.  After the RMS has gone below p2 the current command be be clamped to ILM p1 as it 
was before.  This is an alarm. 

p3 - Calculated decay factor =    

Where T is the RMS time period in seconds. 

p4 - Scaling Factor =  

RTL p1,p2 - Real Time Communication Time Limit 
p1= time limit between reception of the PCP ID bytes.  p1 is in 400us increments.  If p1 ≤ 0 this time limit is disabled.  If this time 
limit is exceeded the drive will clear any partial real time message from its input buffer and will again be waiting for the PCP ID 
byte.  No faults fault will be generated. 

p2 = time limit between reception of the PCP ID bytes.  p1 is in 400us increments.  If p2 ≤ 0 this time limit is disabled.  If this time 
limit is exceeded a critical fault will occur and the drive will fault.  If this time limit is exceeded the drive will also clear any partial 
real time message from its input buffer and will again be waiting for the PCP ID byte.  The timer for p1 will also be reset when this 
fault occurs. 

SAV p1 - Save Parameters 
SAV 0 permanently saves the present amplifier configuration to the user set parameter location in memory.  The amplifier is 
automatically restored to the saved user set parameters during an amplifier power up.
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STS - Amplifier Status 
Lists any faults received since the last CLF command.  The following faults are specified.  If terminal communication mode is 
used the response will be the three letter ASCII abreviations.  If host communication mode is used, then the response will be 3 
bytes as follows byte1 , byte 2, (byte1+byte2). 

Byte 1 
Bit Description Fault Type 

0.00 BOV - Bus over voltage fault (Bus > 240 V)  Critical 
1.00 BUV - Bus under voltage fault (Bus < 120 V) Critical 
2.00 Not Used  
3.00 LVA - Low voltage alarm (Bus < 150 V) Alarm 
4.00 WDT - Watch dog timer fault (microprocessor fault) Critical 
5.00 OVC - Power bridge over current fault  Critical 
6.00 POR - A power on reset occurred indicating a control voltage disturbance Critical 
7.00 ATF - Amplifier temperature fault  Critical 

 

Byte 2 
Bit Description Fault Type 

0.00 MTF - Motor temperature fault (from user input, polarity set by MTF command) Critical 
1.00 RMS - RMS current fault or alarm ( See RMS command) Alarm 
2.00 PCF - Position control fault Critical 
3.00 RTL - Real time communication time limit Critical 
4.00 CSL - Check sum limit fault Critical 
5.00 ATA - Amplifier temperature alarm Alarm 
6.00 Not Used  
7.00 RSF – Resolver fault Critical 

 

Critical Faults - Drive is disabled, LED becomes red (stays red is amp was enabled).  Amp must be disabled, the fault 
condition removed, the CLF or reset faults bit set and then re-enabled. 

Alarm - no action by amplifier, condition is reported to host 

TOF p1 - Torque Offset 
P1 is summed with the current command output of the position loop .  P1 = 30408 for full current.
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VCP p1 - Velocity Loop Compensation  
The p1 parameter sets the location of the velocity loop zero. p1 is calculated as follows.  

 

f = Velocity loop zero frequency (in Hertz)  

f1 = Velocity loop pole #1 frequency (in Hertz) 

f2 = Velocity loop pole #2 frequency (in Hertz 

VSC p1 - Velocity Scaling 
Determines the velocity scaling as follows. 

Using the resolver as velocity feedback: 
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SET UP AND OPERATION 
 

Initial Set-Up and communicating with the Amplifier 
 
The amplifier must be connected according to the wiring diagram shown as figure 5-1 at the 
end of this section.  The serial port is configured as RS485, so an adapter box is required as 
shown in the figure if you desire to use the standard RS232 port found on a personal 
computer.  A terminal program is required to send and receive characters over the serial port 
as they are entered into the keyboard and received from the amplifier.  The serial 
communications are set up for 19.2kbaud, 8 bits, No Parity, One Stop Bit, and Software 
Handshaking.  After power is applied and communications established with the amplifier, 
you can proceed with configuring and check-out of the amplifier. 
 
The parameter settings can be retrieved by entering the HLP command.  This command is 
composed of the characters “H” “L” “P” followed by a carriage return.  The amplifier will 
respond with each parameter name and the associated value(s) followed by carriage return 
and line feed.  The number of text lines displayed this way is set with the COM command.  
The values can all be viewed this way. 
 
To change the value of any parameter simply enter the parameter name followed by the 
values with the individual parameter values separated by a comma.  The value change will 
not be retained when power is removed unless the “SAV 0” command is entered 
 
Typical parameter values for an actuator application: 
 

PARAMETER LIST 
ANL 1 PCP -29653 
ATA 28148 PDP 4000 
CCP -30000 PHA 75 
CFL 1000,0,1000 PHO 90 
COM 2.20 PIN -60 
CPL 6605,-6768 POS -30720 
CPN 15000,32767 PPL -6510,-588 
CSL 1 PPN -4000 
DGT -30720 RES 8,6,512,0 
ILM 80 RET 0 
LOP 3 RMS 20,-15,20,26 
LVA 6750 RTL 0 
MOD 2 TOF 0 
MON 2 VSC 495 
MTF 15204   
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“Real Time” Operation Mode 
 

The normal (ASCII) communication mode for the FLX Drive product line requires a three-
character command along with the required parameter(s) to be sent to the amplifier.  This 
method requires more time since a single command requires many characters.  For instance, 
the command “DGT-3000” contains nine characters.  The “real time” mode uses a coded 
sequence to streamline communication with the amplifier.  A series of four bytes is sent to the 
drive, and the drive responds with a series of ten bytes.  These can be referred to as the PCP or 
“command packet” and the FCP or “feedback packet”.  The first byte is the identification and 
command byte.  Bit 7 (MSB) is always set to 1 in order to uniquely identify the real time 
packet.  Different bits of the first byte are set to perform different functions.  The coding of 
the four bytes is as listed below: 
 
  The PCP will contain: 
  
    Byte  Description 

1 Identifications & Service 
2&3  Position or Torque Setpoint 
4 Check Error code 
 

Identification – The identification byte will contain: 
 
  Bit  Description 
  D0  Enable = 1 Enable power to motor 
  D1  Home = 1 Establish zero position 
  D2  Reset = 1 Reset Faults and Alarms 
  D3  not used 
  D4  Torque Hold = 1 torque mode 
  D5  not used 
  D6  not used 
  D7  Real Time Communications = 1 
 
Position and Torque Set point – 
   Byte 2 -- Command Low Byte 
   Byte 3 – Command High Byte 
 
The position set point will be in counts that will correlate to valve position (in).  
The maximum value travel is 1.5”, which is 15 revolutions.  The set point shall be 
a 16 bit signed integer format such that in position mode: 
 
  Counts  Valve Position.I(rev) 
  -30720  O”     (O) 
  30720        1.5”   (15) 
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When the torque mode is enabled the set point will represent the commanded 
torque.  Note that command to output current scaling is different for torque mode 
than for position mode.  When in torque mode the user should not command 
higher than 20A peak (DGT 20272).  The torque mode scaling shall be derived as 
follows: 
 
 
       2π * T(in-lb)*η 
  F(lbs) =  
        l(in /  rev) 
 l  = ball screw lead = 0.1 in/rev 
F = force 
T = shaft torque 
η = ball screw efficiency = 0.85 
 
K1 = output force per unit of shaft torque = 53.4 lb/in-lb 
Kt =  motor torque constant = 1.5 in-lb/amp 
K2 = amplifier current scaling = 6.98e-4 amp/count 
 
Output force scaling = K1∗Kt∗K2 = .056 lb/count 
 
  Counts  RMS Current Amps 
  -30408  21.2 

0 0 
30408  21.2 

 
LRC Code --- The last byte will contain the Check Sum of the first 3 bytes and 
will act as a termination byte.  If there is a LRC error, the position setpoint shall 
not chance.  The Check Sum shall be the EXCLUSIVE OR of the 3 byte message. 
 
The FCP will contain 10 bytes: 
 
  Byte  Description 

1 Identification & Status 
2 Position Feedback Low Byte 
3 Position Feedback High Byte 
4 Velocity Feedback Low Byte 
5 Velocity Feedback High Byte 
6 Torque Feedback Low Bye 
7 Torque Feedback High Byte 
8 Fault Status Byte 1 
9 Fault Status Byte 2 
10 Check Sum Byte 
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Byte 1: Identification --- The identification byte will contain: 
 
 Bit  Description 
 D0  Alarm = 1 Indicates fault 
 D1  Critical Fault = 1 Indicates fault 
 D2  Reset Faults 
 D3  Bad checksum = 1 Indicates a bad checksum on last  

transmission 
 D4  Torque Hold = 1 Enables 
 D5  not used 
 D6  CSL fault = 1 indicates CSL limit exceeded 
 D7  Real Time Communications = 1 
 
Byte 2 & 3:  Position Feedback  ---The position feedback will give the actual 
valve position in counts.  The form will be the same as the position set point. 
 
Byte 4 & 5:  Velocity Feedback 
 
Byte 6 & 7:  Torque Feedback 
 
Byte 8 & 9:  Alarm Status --- The alarm status will contain a string of 
alarms/faults that can exist while the motor controller is operating in the real time 
mode. 
 
Byte 8: 
 D0 BOV – Bus over voltage (>240V)  Critical 
 D1 BUV - Bus under voltage (<85V)  Critical 
 D2 Spare 
 D3 LVA – Low Voltage Alarm (<100V)  Alarm 
 D4 WDT – Watch Dog Timer Fault  Critical 
 D5 OVC – Power Bridge Over Current  Critical 
   Fault 
 D6 POR – Power On Reset Occurred Fault Critical 
 D7 ATF – Amplifier Temperature Fault  Critical 
  
Byte 9: 
 D0 MTF – Motor Temperature  Fault  Critical 
 D1 RMS – RMS – RMS Over current   Alarm 
 D2 PCF – Position Control Fault   Critical 
 D3 RTL – Communication Time Limit  Critical 
  Fault 
 D4 CSL – Check Sum Limit Fault  Critical 
 D5 ATA - Amplifier temperature alarm  Alarm 
 D6 SPARE 
 D7 RSF – Resolver Fault    Critical 
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Byte 10: LRC Code – The last byte will contain the Check Sum of the first 9 
bytes and will act as a termination byte.  If there is a LRC error, the position set 
point shall not change.  The Check Sum shall be the EXCLUSIVE OR of the 9 
byte message. 

 
Enabling The Amplifier To Apply Power To The Motor 

 
Warning:  When the amplifier is enabled, the motor shaft may move suddenly with 
great force.  This can result in injury to personnel or damage to equipment.  Always 
take appropriate precautions during the start-up process for any machinery.  Only 
persons with the necessary technical expertise should attempt operation of this 
equipment. 
 

Immediately upon applying power to the motor, the amplifier control circuitry is active as 
indicated by the front panel LED and by the ability to respond to serial port input.  Power 
will not be applied to the motor, however, until the proper sequence is followed.  There is 
a “software enable” and a “hardware enable”, and both must be activated before motor 
power is applied. 
 

The “software enable” is accessible via the real time communication mode as explained in 
the previous paragraphs.  All fault conditions must be removed from the amplifier and CLF 
command or the PCP byte 1 Reset Faults bit asserted and then released.  This should cause 
the front panel LED to show yellow.  The PCP byte 1 Enable bit must then be set.  If the 
Enable input pin on the amplifier back plane is tied to signal ground, then the amplifier will 
apply power to the motor. 
 
When a critical fault occurs, the following must be performed to enable the amplifier. 
  1. Remove the presence of the fault condition.  

 2. The Enable bit must be set to 0, or the Enable input disconnected from signal       
ground.  This will clear the enable latch and put the amplifier in the disabled state. 
3.  The Reset Faults bit must be set to 1, or send the CLF command.  This will 
clear the faults. 

  4.  Set the Reset Faults bit back to 0. 
5.  Set the Enable bit back to 1, or re-connect the Enable input to signal ground.  
This will enable the amplifier again. 

 
Theory Of Operation, Motor Commutation 

 
The basic function of the amplifier and motor system is to provide a controlled output 
torque from the motor shaft.  Given control of the motor shaft torque, then outer control 
loops can be closed on motor velocity or position with the necessary feedback. 
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The feedback device for the system described in this manual is a resolver.  The resolver 
signals are conditioned by a resolver to digital converter to provide 12 bit resolution (4096 
counts per revolution) of motor position.  The amplifier provides motor “commutation” by 
supplying a three-phase set of sinusoidal currents that are phase locked to motor position.  
Adjusting the amplitude of these currents controls the motor output torque. 
 
The power source for the amplifier is 170V dc power, but the output voltage and current of 
the amplifier is necessarily ac in order to obtain the required sinusoidal currents.  This is 
accomplished by pulse-width modulation (PWM).  Power transistors are used to switch the 
amplifier outputs between 0 V and 170 V at a rate of 20kHz.  The duty cycle of the 
transistors is varied to control the average voltage at the amplifier outputs.  PWM thus 
allows the amplifier output voltages to be controlled as necessary to maintain the desired 
motor current waveform.  It is important to remember that the motor current is always 
under closed loop control.  The amplitude of the motor currents may then be commanded 
by an outer control loop to vary motor torque. 
 

Position Loop Control 
 
The position loop is closed by the digital signal processor (DSP) in the amplifier.  
Basically, the commanded position is compared to the feedback position and motor torque 
is applied to eliminate error between the two.  The DSP is a 16 bit fixed-point processor.  
Therefore, the dynamic range for position control is –32768 to +32767 counts.  Motor 
position resolution is 4096 counts per rev.  A total of 16 motor revolutions is possible 
within the amplifier’s range, or +/-8 revolutions from the middle of the range.  If the motor 
is moved beyond the available control range, position counts will be lost and relationship 
between the starting position and present position will not be known. 
 
The resolver only provides absolute position information within one revolution.  When 
power is removed the amplifier does not retain absolute position.  The angle of the motor 
shaft is known, but the number of revolutions from a fixed reference point is not known.  
Therefore, whenever the amplifier is powered up, the reference (home) position is set to the 
present motor position.  all positioning is then done relative to this home position.  The 
POS command is used to set the value of the home position.  The DGT command is used to 
set the desired motor position.  Upon power-up, if the values of the DGT and POS 
parameters are equal, the motor should not move when the amplifier is enabled. 
 
Linear actuators use a mechanical device to convert rotary motion to linear motion.  This 
device is typically a ball screw.  The “lead: of the screw determines the amount of linear 
motion per revolution of the motor.  For example, a lead of 0.1 inches/rev will provide 0.1 
inch of movement when the motor is turned one revolution.  Since the range of motion is 
16 revolutions of the motor shaft, the total linear displacement available is 1.6 inches. 
 
Because the feedback device is on the motor shaft, the position of the ball nut is only 
known to within the error introduced by the ball screw.  Typically, the ball screw has both 
backlash and compliance errors. 
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A block diagram of the position control loop diagram is shown in figure 5-2.  The 
command set parameter values relate to various parts of the block diagram.  The commands 
that are used to tune the position loop are PCP, PDP, PIN, PPL, PPN, and VSC. 
 
 PPN is used to set the forward gain of the loop and is represented by the block 

labeled “G”. 
  
 PIN is used to set the integral gain and is represented by the block labeled “I”. 
 

VSC is used to scale the velocity feedback.  PDP sets the gain between the 
velocity feedback and the point where the signal is injected into the loop as 
represented by the block labeled “H”.  The velocity scaling is normally based on 
the maximum expected speed of the motor.  The PDP value is then used to 
introduce damping into the loop. 
 
PCP and PPL provide for further tuning of the forward path, and are used to set 
breakpoints in the frequency response.  This is represented by the block labeled “2 
POLES 1 ZERO. 
 

The output of the position loop is the motor current amplitude command.  The transfer 
function from the current command to the motor torque output is normally modeled as a 
simple proportional gain since the frequency response of the current loops is typically 
much higher than the position loop.  The value of this gain is determined from the amplifier 
output current rating and the motor torque constant. 
 
Make sure the VSC parameter is set correctly.  When the VSC parameters are set correctly, 
the programmable monitor output (MON =1) will not exceed 10V when the motor reaches 
maximum speed.  Refer to the VSC parameter write-up in the command set section of this 
manual. 
 
The PCP and PPL parameters are used to set pole/zero breakpoints in the transfer function 
of the system.  Typically, the second pole frequency is set to a high value, i.e. 1kHz so that 
there is no effect in the range of interest for position loop bandwidth.  The first pole 
frequency can be set in the range of the desired bandwidth for the system so as to affect the 
roll off of the system transfer function in the vicinity of the 0dB crossover point.  The zero 
frequency can be set somewhere above the first pole.  Then the zero can be moved to adjust 
phase margin at crossover.  This is only one possible strategy for setting breakpoints.  
Detail explanation of this involves subtleties of control theory and is beyond the scope of 
this manual.  Dynamic modeling of a system is often required to obtain optimum 
performance. 
 
In addition to the pole and zero values, the PPN, PIN, and PDP parameters must also be set.  
The remainder of this section will outline an empirical procedure for tuning the position loop.  
Begin by setting PIN and PDP to zero.  Increase the value of PPN from zero and observe the 
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performance of your loop.  If the motor runs away, then change the polarity of the PPN value.  
As you increase the value, the position should hold more firmly.  Above some value you will 
likely notice that the system begins to oscillate.  This will help you find a range for the PPN 
value.  Values in the range of 1000 to 10000 are typical. 
 
Next begin by increasing PIN.  The PIN and PPN parameters will have the same polarity.  
The PIN parameter (integral gain) is increased to reduce the steady error of the system.  As 
you increase PIN, the system should become more “stiff”, where small errors will cause the 
system to respond with high torque.  A loop with only proportional gain will respond only 
with torque proportional to error. 
 
The polarity of PDP will be opposite that of the PPN parameter.  Otherwise you can 
determine the correct polarity by trial and error.  If the polarity is wrong, the system will 
run away or oscillate with small values of PDP.  Normally the PDP value is adjusted while 
observing the step response of the system.  To increase damping, increase the value of 
PDP. 
 
There is interaction between the PPN, PIN, and PDP parameters.  After finding initial 
values for these parameters, you may want to go back and re-adjust for improvement.  For 
example, you may want increase or decrease PPN by 10% and then readjust PIN and PDP 
for best performance.  The pole and zero settings may also need to be shifted in order to 
improve performance. 
 

 
 


